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This research paper will analyze lyrics used as examples for justification of a music rating 

system in the 1985 Record Labeling U.S. Senate Hearing. The study contributes an important 

component to the field of censorship and freedom of speech in contemporary music culture by 

comparing the Filthy Fifteen to the top pop music songs of the time. It will discern any 

legitimacy to the concerns over potentially profane lyrics brought to the U.S. Senate by the 

Parents Music Resource Center organization (PMRC). 
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Music and the arts have always been the center of controversy. For example, in 

the early 20th Century, many jazz recordings were banned due to blame for inciting 

criminal behavior (Fontenot & Harriss, 1987, p. 574). Later, Bill Haley and The Comets 

caused riots with their song “Rock Around the Clock” in the 1950’s. In the 1970’s radio 

stations tried to censor offensive lyrics with a rating system. Even throughout the 1980's 

there was still concern about the impact that contemporary music had on society. There 

were cases involving Metallica, Ozzy Osbourne and ACDC for inciting suicide, as well 

as “Jesse Jackson’s concern for sexual lyrics in the 1970’s” (Martin & Segrave et al., 

1988, p.291). The public thought that the emerging styles had songs with lyrics that dealt 

too much with taboo subject matter to a point of excess.  

Parents Music Resource Center  

The case of the “Filthy Fifteen” began with a group of concerned mothers who 

were married to members of Congress and were disturbed by the content they heard in 

their children’s music purchases. The organization’s founders were Tipper Gore, Susan 

Baker, Pam Hower, and Sally Nevious (Newsweek, 2017).  They created the Parents 

Music Resource Center (PMRC) to inform other parents about the nature of explicit song 

lyrics. There was also a concern with male-dominated values in society and how they 

were corrupting the media that children were consuming (Long & Nadelhaft, 1997, p. 5). 

The PMRC felt rock music during that time was increasing criminal behavior such as 

rape. The PMRC also felt that rock music incited suicide among teenagers as 

well (McCormick, 1993, p.11-14).  
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 The PMRC thought the issue of offensive lyrics was important enough to take to 

the U.S. Senate (Martin & Segrave, 1988, p.291-292). The PMRC’s goal was to create a 

rating system that would notify parents of the type of content that was in their children's 

tapes and records. The rating system would include X for sexual content, V for Violence, 

D/A for drug/alcohol abuse and O for references to the occult (McCormick, 1993, p.15). 

They sent a letter to the Recording Industry Association of America (RIAA) requesting 

support for the rating system. (Newsweek, 2017). “The PMRC was also pushing for 

record stores to print the song lyrics on the album covers or put them behind counters,” 

(Krochmanly , 2017, p. 18).  

The Parents Music Resource Center listed 15 songs that they thought were 

harmful to youth, which were then used to present their vision of how to save a corrupted 

America (McCormick, 1993, p.15). This list of songs was constructed to warn parents of 

the dangers of rock and roll. The aim was to prevent the corruption of children’s minds, 

as well as prevent children from being desensitized to adult subject matter. The PMRC 

wanted to prevent adolescent violence and protect young people from adult sexual 

imagery (Hawkins, 1997, p.243). The PMRC wanted all speech in the artistic realm to 

meet the standards of speech appropriate to the social and political realm (Long 

& Nadelhaft, 1997, p.150). Tipper Gore explained that she was not censoring free speech, 

but giving a guide to parents on what certain products contain (McCormick, 1993, p.17).  

Corporate Influences  

Another motivation for these hearings was that the PMRC tried to make music a 

corporate model instead of an art form motivated by self-expression (Long, & Nadelhaft, 
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1997, p.152).  The collaboration of concerned Democrats and Republicans helped both 

political parties see each other’s point of view when it came to increasing guidelines for 

entertainment purposes. Liberals were looking at how to engage in business tactics used 

by conservatives. On the other side, conservatives were looking at the ways of how 

liberals viewed freedom of speech and how certain speech can have negative 

consequences.  

In the business realm, RIAA was in an awkward situation involving the ties they 

had with politics. “The Recording Industry Association of America was forced with the 

dilemma of agreeing with the PMRC because if they didn’t, they wouldn’t get the bill 

passed for taxing blank audio tapes” (Fontenot & Harriss, 1987, p. 556). This bill would 

help bring in revenue for the RIAA. The RIAA figured they had to be on good terms with 

congress or they would not be able to compensate the recording industry for copyright 

infringement.   

There was speculation that the hearings were racially motivated because it seemed 

that the PMRC was concerned with “Black music on white airwaves” (Long & Nadelhaft, 

1997, p.152). The PMRC also had a feminist agenda to get women’s voices heard 

because they had husbands who had political power and politics was very male-

dominated at the time (Fontenot & Harriss, 1987, P. 575).   

There was also a feminist motivation because they were continuing the tradition 

because “Women are the guardians of morality according to Victorian culture where they 

were very strong activists for social justice” (Long & Nadelhaft, 1997, p.160). It seemed 

like the PMRC thought that “mothers were becoming invisible” and wanted to rise (Long 
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& Nadelhaft, 1997, p.153). This also perpetuates the stereotype of women as the role of 

the mother and caregiver. The PMRC had a problem with the supposed toxic masculinity 

of the culture at the time that was infatuated with pornography and violence (Long 

& Nadelhaft, 1997, p.153).  

Morals and Values  

The PMRC emphasized that a perfect family was the number one goal in 

American life and that family came first. This attitude reflected the conservative image of 

America at the time. They wanted to control the culture and “be a mother to the certain 

groups they looked down upon '' (Long& Nadelhaft, 1997, p.153). The PMRC also 

wanted all products to be directed toward children instead of having different levels of 

artistic value. The PMRC felt that if children’s minds get corrupted, then the future 

generations of America will be corrupted. The government said that “if advertising 

appeals to the prurient interests or incites pandering then it is considered obscenity” 

(Long & Nadelhaft, 1997, p.159).   

The PMRC hearings are a lot like the Ginsburg vs. New York case. In this case, 

an employee at a magazine distribution chain sold an adult magazine to a minor. This 

case was taken to the Supreme Court because it dealt with minors being exposed to 

harmful media (Long & Nadelhaft, 1997, p.159) This was due to “Roth’s average 

person approach.” This approach was used to prevent offensive material from reaching 

minors (McCormick, 1993, p.682). The PMRC’s action was a nationalistic approach in 

an effort to make all language an American standard by ridding it of any type of language 
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from other cultures that might be considered offensive to Americans (Long & Nadelhaft, 

1997, p. 161).  

“Tipper Gore felt that having guidelines and moral standards was decided by 

personal choice and not by a universal code set by legitimate authority figures. She felt 

that guardians of their children would gain control once again” (Long & Nadelhaft, 1997, 

p.160). Gore felt that heavy metal music sold barbarism to kids. She felt that music like 

advertising was accompanied with certain visuals like t-shirts and concerts. The 

PMRC believed that musical lyrics had the same influential effects that television 

commercials might had on youth (Long & Nadelhaft, 1997, p.160).  

Concerned mothers started to engage with the PMRC due to multiple media 

appearances, including news outlets and entertainment shows (Martin 

& Segrave, 1988, p.298). The rock and roll community did not become informed until 

Variety magazine was one of the first companies to publicly announce its concern for 

what the PMRC was doing (Martin & Segrave, 1988, p.297). When the PMRC’s message 

became more well known in the country, their agenda was starting to affect radio. Certain 

deejays were pulling songs from their stations that had questionable content. The PMRCs 

popularity also affected record sales because eventually record stores were starting to 

veto potentially offensive albums (Martin & Segrave, 1988, p. 292-295).  

Musicians were worried and wanted to act against this rating system proposal 

because they thought that their records would not sell if they had a warning for parents. 

Musicians felt that their albums would be moved to an area in the record store where they 

cannot be seen (Newsweek et al 2017; McCormick, 1993, p. 697-698). Artists felt that 
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they should be able to express themselves however they wanted it without society 

judging the content. Artists felt they did not need society deciding whether their music is 

a legitimate outlet for children or a menace to society (Nadelhaft, 1997, p. 5). A lot of 

people thought that putting a rating system on albums was a bad idea because it 

would run afoul of the First Amendment (Martin & Segrave, 1988, p.292).  

U.S. Senate Hearing on Record Labeling 

  Congress held a hearing on offensive lyrics in rock music. This was a 

subcommittee from the committee of commerce, science, and transportation.  The 

subcommittee was called Subcommittee on Communication of the Commerce, Science, 

and Transportation which discusses certain areas doing with the media and culture. In this 

case music lyrics would fall under that category. (Fischer, 2009) This was an informal 

consent order and this subcommittee was not trying to put any laws in place, but just 

trying to make people aware of the issue. (Krochmanly, 2017, p. 19).  

 Dee Snider, who sang for the heavy metal band Twisted Sister, Frank Zappa, and 

John Denver testified against the rating system. Snider and the other musicians gave their 

testimonies, and the Parents Music Resource Center defended their position on the rating 

system. The Parent Teacher Association (PTA) also joined forces with the PMRC to 

defend the rating system (Martin and Segrave, 1988). According to Fontenot 

& Harriss, “It quickly became the largest media event in congressional history up to that 

point, all major networks, 50 photographers and dozens of reporters filled the 

room.” (1987, p. 576).  
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  Musicians testified that music can be a positive outlet for teenagers. The 

musicians also discussed their concern for the censorship of ideas (Martin and Segrave, 

p.301). The musicians explained how art and entertainment should not only be directed 

toward a children’s audience, but other demographics as well. (Long & Nadelhaft, 

1997, p.154). Snider argued that “parents should take the time to listen to their children’s 

records if they are truly concerned” (Record Labeling, p.79, 1985). Dee also stated that 

the song titles and artwork album should already tell a listener everything about the 

album. The PMRC attacked the song, “Under the Blade” by Twisted Sister. The PMRC 

misinterpreted the lyrics and thought that the song was about “Sadomasochism and 

bondage” (Record Labeling, 1985, p. 73-75). Dee Snider made those corrections and 

explained how everybody interprets lyrics differently. When Frank Zappa gave his 

testimony, he called the hearings   "An ill-conceived piece of nonsense which fails to 

deliver any real benefits to children, infringes on the civil liberties of people who are not 

children and promises to keep the courts busy for years, dealing with the interpretational 

and enforcemental problems inherent in the proposal's design. Taken as a whole, the 

complete list of PMRC demands reads like an instruction manual for some sinister kind 

of 'toilet training program' to housebreak all composers and performers because of the 

lyrics of a few," Zappa added. "Ladies, how dare you,"(Harrington, 1985). Finally, John 

Denver gave his testimony and said "I'm opposed to any kind of rating system, voluntary 

or otherwise,” arguing that the number of records containing objectionable lyrics is so 

small that "it's not going to affect our children to a degree that we need to be fearful 

of," (Harrington, 1985).  
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On the opposing side, members of Congress discussed how rock and roll was 

corrupting American values. Pastor Jeff Ling showed a slideshow that depicted album 

covers with racy artwork and artists who undermined conservative values (Record 

Labeling, 1985, p. 13-16). He also shared stories about how rock and roll destroyed 

people’s lives before presenting specific lyrics from certain artists that he found offensive 

(Record Labeling, 1985, p.21).  

Congress eventually ruled in favor of having a sticker that read “Parental 

Advisory” to be placed on albums that had offensive content instead of a full rating 

system (Martin & Segrave, 1988 p. 296-297). The label that produced the content would 

have the final say whether the album received a sticker or not, but there was no 

government interference (Martin & Segrave, 1988 p. 296). It seemed impossible to 

analyze all the songs that came out every week opposed to other media that already had 

rating systems (Record Labeling, 1985, p.101). It also seemed difficult to print the lyrics 

on the sleeve because of the way the albums were designed (Record Labeling, 1985, 

p.102). It was also hard to figure out what was considered offensive to whom, and 

offensive for which demographics (Record Labeling, 1985, p.95).  

Aftermath  

The PMRC hearings affected the radio industry because stations now had 

to monitor every song that was played over the airwaves. The record labels also had 

to monitor the visual representation of the songs on television (Record Labeling, 1985, 

p.101). Certain stores refused to sell those albums with the parental advisory labels on 
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them. Results were mixed, however, including one study that found youth perceived the 

lyrics in a positive way (Martin & Segrave, 1988, p.312).   

The women from the PMRC started to disperse voices that spoke in public places 

about the dangers of rock music. “The PMRC was still trying to get children’s guardians 

to speak out every time they heard something offensive on the radio” (Martin & Segrave, 

1988, p.312). In the mid 1980’s, Tipper Gore tried to introduce a bill that would make it 

illegal to sell a minor an album with a parental advisory sticker on it, but the bill was 

ultimately turned down (Martin & Segrave, 1988). Today the Parental Advisory sticker is 

the lasting effect of the case of the Filthy Fifteen.    

Media Effects  

It has been said that the media can change somebody’s values. For example, 

certain messages, such as tobacco ads, have been accused of influencing children to 

smoke. People thought that the Joe Camel cartoon itself could influence vulnerable 

children, and even former president Bill Clinton tried to put an end to the advertising of 

tobacco products (Traeger, 2014). There has also been speculation that certain types of 

media can change people’s cultural values. Greenberg (1974) compared the media effects 

of youth from England and youth from the United States. He found that the way children 

reacted to media was identical. That may indicate that one culture’s values can transfer to 

another.  

In the book Media Effects, scholars suggest that media such as the television and 

radio have been compared to certain faiths around the world because they can bring 

people from different cultures together (Jennings & Zillmann, 1988). One Hong Kong 
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study found that American values from certain media changed the traditional Confucian 

values of China (Korzenny, Ting Tomey, & Schieff, 1992).   

In a recent research project, Ferguson (2016) found influences from reggae music 

on the social values of college students from other countries. The researchers studied 

whether music from a certain country can change the social values of youth from other 

countries (Ferguson, 2016). The researchers first asked people from different countries if 

they were even familiar with the genre of reggae music. The researchers took those 

countries and created a ranking system measuring how important certain guidelines were 

to those countries. These guidelines were compared with Jamaica’s values to see how 

different they were (Winfield & Davidson 1999).   

The researchers also measured how far each country was from Jamaica to see 

whether the country might have pre-existing knowledge. Different scholars from different 

universities constructed a list of reggae songs that they thought had the most cultural 

impact. They compared these songs with the central values of the Jamaican 

culture (Ferguson, 2016). They also gave some examples of songs from other countries 

that helped bring about cultural change to make a connection. The researchers also made 

sure that they were interviewing young people because they are more impressionable.  

“They started to look at the distance of the geographical location and saw that the 

countries closer to Jamaica shared the same values.” The researchers also found that, 

through socialization, these values could be passed on to even more people (Ferguson, 

2016). The researchers looked at how Poland and Britain influenced each other’s cultural 

values. The researchers found that there is a substantial amount of evidence that supports 
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that music from another culture can highly influence somebody’s values. The researchers 

also found that reggae music represents the same values as Jamaican culture.  

Race and Ethnicity  

Another factor that is important to this study is how some of the artists of the 

Filthy Fifteen were racially profiled. Media can provide negative portrayals of people of 

different ethnicities (Dixon & Linz, 2000). A study from the 1970’s showed that people 

of color were often not covered in news reports, and when they were, they were portrayed 

as engaging in criminal behavior (Entman, 1990; Entman, 1992). “A study from the 

Chicago news stated all stories in the news showed African Americans committing 

violent crimes,” (Entman, 1990; Entman, 1992, p. 341).  Another study showed that 

“there were more black perpetrators and white victims on television in court cases than 

there were in real life” (Jennings & Zillmann, 1988, p.341). Studies have found similar 

patterns in perceptions of musicians.   

A seminal study found that rap music in the mid-1980’s and mid-1990’s received 

more harsh criticism and negative reviews in magazines as compared to other mainstream 

genres. This study found similar patterns between this coverage of rap music as to crime 

reports in the same years (Winfield & Davidson, 1999).   

Researchers conducted this study based on another study done on jazz music 

years before. The study measured whether jazz music indeed had a negative effect on 

society, as critics purported. Many of the factors in these studies were attributed to the 

race of the artist and the overtly sexual lyrics (Winfield & Davidson, 1999, p.106).   
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Researchers found that the style of reporting created a culture of yellow 

journalism in the nineties that dealt with scandals and public shame (Traeger, 2014). The 

researchers also found that these reports were going along the lines of previous news 

stories that were racially biased and profiled minorities (Traeger, 2014). The researchers 

thought that the race and socioeconomic status of these artists must have triggered the 

reporters in some way.  

There is a rich collection of literature about moral censorship of media due to 

ethnicity, gender, and youth. Both artists and audiences have been used as reasons for 

suppressing speech and this study will dig deep to reveal the roots of society’s bias 

toward certain genres of music and the creators of such products. These studies will 

inform the background of this research and make certain correlations to the subject 

matter.    

Effects on Youth  

The current study builds upon previous censorship research on potential media 

effects in how children consume music (Gentile, 2003), read indecent language in 

books, and engage in violent video games (Traeger, 2014). Researchers have found that 

children might have a deranged view about society and become more paranoid. 

Researchers also found that children who engage in violent video games may be prone to 

acting out more violently in social situations (Traeger, 2014).   

In a book censorship study, it was said that “the banning of books was 

unconstitutional; the books material would prepare children for the world that they will 

enter later on” (Traeger, 2014, p.127). A study done on the aftermath of the PMRC 
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hearings stated, “that parents didn’t use the system for parental guidance,” (Dowd & 

Singer, 2006, p.196). As shown in another later study, this system did not help protect 

children because they ended up using the internet to obtain music without parental 

guidance (Dowd & Singer, 2006). Yet another study where the researchers tried to figure 

out through surveys whether parents actually checked the ratings on video games for 

guidance had mixed results. Parents claimed to check for guidance, but children reported 

that their parents do not (Gentile, 2003). Thus, the results of these parental 

advisories are mixed at best.   

Gender Perception  

 One concern to parents has always been how the media can negatively affect 

children’s perception of gender (Jennings & Zillmann, 1988). In the 1950’s it was said 

that comic books gave kids different ideas about gender where women are submissive to 

men, and they also make children more violent toward women. The advertisements in 

comic books were also blamed for being sexist and were said to have caused self-image 

problems (Lowery & Defluer p. 234). Later, the same was said for music videos 

(Jennings & Zillmann, 1988). “Music videos can act as primes just as cigarette ads 

influence kids to smoke” (Jennings & Zillmann, 1988 p.102). These are just a few 

examples of how media is often blamed for perceived negative societal behaviors.   

A related study was conducted on whether or not visual music presentations on 

television cause young men to view women as objects. The study also looked at how 

young women might start to see misogyny as a normal thing in society (Johanna 

& Jochen, 2015). The researchers found that viewing these videos, however, did not 
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influence children’s attitudes toward gender. One important factor was that children 

would take in other media that would counter these values (Johanna & Jochen, 2015). 

Researchers did find that young girls ended up viewing sexual male dominance as 

normal, which could lead to situations that involve sexual misconduct (Johann 

a& Jochen, 2015).  

Media Law  

Media has repeatedly been blamed for the destruction of American values. In the 

past, society thought that television made children anti-social and disrupted their 

relationships with their families during the Reagan Era. (Jennings & Zillmann, 

1988). Rosengran and Whal (1972) state that the media can replace social interaction to 

fulfill a personal need. However, Buhmler and Brown (1972) argue that people make 

connections with media on a personal level and relate it to the social situations in their 

lives. Comic books were also blamed for making children more aggressive and antisocial 

due to the overindulgence. “Video games also make kids more anti-social, as well as 

other behaviors,” (Ballard & Williamson et al., 1987).   

The Federal Communications Commission (FCC) tried to make these claims to 

the Supreme Court, but the court cited a study that said children would engage in mildly 

aggressive behavior and nothing extreme (Traeger, 2014). “During the Clinton era in the 

nineties there were people who were concerned about violence and sexuality on 

television and how children imitate and comprehend these things. Congress decided that 

every television should have a chip built in it that rates all television programs. With this 

innovation adults could prevent their kids from watching any shows that had mature 
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ratings,'' (Traeger, 2014, p.552-553). The so-called V-chip, much like ratings for movies 

and music, relied on industry and not government to set ratings.  

These types of studies can be applied to the music world because of a case 

involving heavy metal band Judas Priest. The band was accused of influencing two 

youths to commit suicide. The band won the case, but they had to supply evidence that 

their music wasn’t harmful to people (Soocher, 1999). According to Martin, Clarke, & 

Pearce (1993), fans of heavy metal have a rough relationship with authority figures 

(Gentile, 2003). Hansen and Hansen (1991) boys exhibited more overtly masculine 

behavior.  

Thus, there are overwhelmingly mixed results on the exact influences of music, 

however, correlations are found between genres and demographics.   

Taboo Lyrics  

Some members of the public believe the heavy metal genre itself causes people to 

get upset due to specific lyrics. One study looked at how people can make assumptions 

about certain types of music based on what people it is associated with and its history. 

The researchers think that because of the prejudice, people might consume the music 

differently (Susino & Schubert, 2019). The study looked for certain keywords in songs 

and measured them with heavy metal, rap, and pop songs with inoffensive lyrics 

(Susino & Schubert, 2019).   

The researchers found that the specific lyrics did not affect the person listening to 

the music, but subjects jumped to assumptions because of prior knowledge of the 

stigmatized culture attached to the music (Susino & Schubert, 2019). The researchers 
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found that the same assumptions would not be made for the pop genres causing positive 

emotions and that is why heavy metal is a very stereotyped genre. The only thing that 

could have gotten in the way was the cultural misinterpretation. Additionally, being pre-

exposed to the words beforehand could have altered the study because of triggering 

emotions (Susino & Schubert, 2019).   

  The PMRC has similar concerns about explicit lyrics, particularly those of the 

heavy metal genre. During the PMRC Hearings the organization stated that, “The Parents 

Music Resource Center was organized in May of this year by mothers of young children 

who are very concerned by the growing trend in music toward lyrics that are sexually 

explicit, excessively violent, or glorify the use of drugs and alcohol,” (Record Labeling, 

1985, p.11)  

The PMRC was very descriptive of the type of lyrical content that it was fighting 

against as well as comparing the content to previous generations. During the PMRC 

hearings the PMRC the group stated “The material we are concerned about cannot be 

compared with Louie Louie, Cole Porter, Billie Holliday, et cetera. Cole Porter's "the 

birds do it, the bees do it," can hardly be compared with WASP, "I f-u-c-k like a 

beast. There is a new element of vulgarity and violence toward women that is 

unprecedented,” (Record Labeling, 1985 p. 11).  

Pastor Jeff Ling stated “Most of the successful heavy metal music projects one or 

more of the following basic themes: a. extreme rebellion b. extreme violence c. substance 

abuse d. sexual promiscuity/perversion (including homosexuality, bisexuality, sado-

masochism, necrophilia, etc.,” (Record Labeling, 1985, p. 123).  
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The PMRC may have pre-judged these songs and music genres in a similar 

fashion. The current study will discern through textual and content analysis whether or 

not there was a reasonable suspicion that the Filthy Fifteen required censorship due to 

their content. Based on the aforementioned literature review, the following research 

questions are proposed:   

Research Questions  

Music Genre 

RQ1a:  Will there be more references on average to violence in heavy metal 

songs or in the other genres of music in the Filthy Fifteen?  

RQ1b:  Will there be more references on average to sex in pop songs or in other 

genres of music in the Filthy Fifteen?   

Patriarchal Societal Influence 

RQ2a:  Will there be more sexual references on average by females or by males in 

the Filthy Fifteen?   

RQ2b: Will there will be more violent references on average by males or by 

females in the Filthy Fifteen?   

RQ2c:  Will there be more profanity on average by Caucasian males or by 

females or artist of color in the Filthy Fifteen?  

Pop Music Comparison 

RQ3:  Will there be more references on average to violence, sex, drugs, profanity 

and the occult in Filthy Fifteen songs than in the highest Billboard Top 100 chart songs of 

the same years?   
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Methods  

The present study will take the list of the fifteen songs that the Parents Music 

Resource Center constructed and measure the instances of categorical content in each. It 

will look at why these songs were considered offensive and measure how many times 

certain references were used. These references include offensive language (swear words), 

sexual content, violence, drug/alcohol abuse, and occult religious references. The study 

will compare these numbers to that of other chart-topping pop songs of those same 

years.   

The pop songs chosen will consist of the top highest songs in popularity in 

descending order during the same period as the Filthy Fifteen. The same number of songs 

that are present for each year on the Filthy Fifteen chart will be added from the Billboard 

Top 100 chart. Two coders will use these charts to make comparisons between the 

number of references for the five main categories of explicit lyrics: violence, sex, drugs, 

profanity, the occult. Comparisons will also be made based on race and gender to see if 

those factors had any influence on the selected songs. The country of origin and record 

labels will also be looked at in this study for the same reasons.  

The study will use methods from Ferguson (2016) where the researchers recorded 

people’s reactions to certain types of music. The researchers had people listen to songs 

from genres that were looked down upon by society with lyrics that were not offensive, 

and compared those reactions to those from hearing pop songs that did have offensive 
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lyrics. The researchers did this experiment to see if people pre-judged the stigmatized 

genres based on the music genres in a pre-existing culture.  

These methods for identification of content will be used to measure the content of 

music lyrics, as claimed by the PMRC that this music could cause youth to defy authority 

and commit crimes. The study will also measure correlations between genres based on 

race and gender. By observing these songs, the study will discern if they were offensive 

to begin with, requiring censorship. Additionally, the research will look at certain 

elements such as why specific artists had a stigma attached to them and if that led to 

racial, gender, and other prejudices that would influence favoritism or prejudice in the 

music industry and society.   

The unit of analysis is considered the lyrical reference made in the song. Each 

individual word or phrase could count as a unit of analysis, and they are not mutually 

exclusive. The intercoder reliability level of agreement for violence was 92.5 percent. 

The level of agreement for sex was 90.3 percent. The level of agreement for profanity 

was 96.3 percent. The resulting overall levels of agreement in coding allowed the 

researchers to move forward with data collection.  

Past research on music lyrics have used traditional content analyses and 

contextual analyses, which guided the methods for this research. Frey, L., Botan, C., & 

Kreps, G. (1999) states that “Textual analysis is the method communication researchers 

use to describe and interpret the characteristics of a recorded or visual message. The 

purpose of textual analysis is to describe the content, structure, and functions of the 

messages contained in texts.” By analyzing specific lyrics, the artists’ perception of 
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societal values can be noted, potentially influencing listeners. This would decide whether 

the message could be deemed offensive or not to American society.   

 Quantitative data is “the numerical representation and manipulation of 

observations for the purpose of describing and explaining the phenomena that those 

observations reflect,” (Babbie, 2010). For the quantitative analysis in this study, this 

method was used to count references in certain song lyrics to look at its level of 

explicitness.  

Coders identified items in the lyrics according to the word that represents the 

variable listed in the codebook. If a group or phrase of words that individually did not 

have meaning that fit the item, but together created meaning, that was counted as one 

reference for the variable. For example, words in the phrase “church of darkness” do not 

each reference the occult, but do so when together. Phrases that did not explicitly use 

a keyword, but referenced a previous word in another way were also noted. 

For example, “stab him with a knife, stick it in” counted as two references for the item 

violence.  

In order for the coder to figure out the meanings of the categories being observed, 

definitions guided the coding scheme for the codebook. For example, the item violence 

refers to violent words or expressions that involve physical use of force toward another 

human being or describes the point of view of a person perpetrating and or receiving a 

violent act. Such references include use of a weapon, bloodshed, retaliation, mentions of 

death, killing, extreme hazards, suicide, extreme bodily harm the description of a violent 
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event, destruction by explosives that cause harm or death to human beings, and 

attempting to hurt somebody. 

References to feelings of violence such as wanting to hurt somebody, toxic rage, 

domestic violence, battery, violent rampage, vigilantism, mental or verbal abuse. 

Keywords that describe such violence include keywords that describe such actions such 

as fight, stab, punch, kick, slap, whack, hang, impale, slash, shoot, bang, thrash, hit, push, 

or tearing of the flesh. The spirit of rebellion in general, unrest and a lack of deference 

toward authority is included in this item. 

  The next category is sex, and this item includes any activity or body part with 

sexual connotations. This would include sexual sounds, sexual organs, materials, bodily 

movements, bodily fluids, a mention of media with sexual imagery, rape, harassment, 

incest, sexual preference, sexual innuendos, masturbation, slang, and incitement to 

perform certain actions. The physical descriptions of the male and female anatomy with 

intention to cause arousal are also included. This also includes sexual intentions and 

situations that are considered perverse by society's standards. 

These include swear words or offensive words such as fuck, and cock, dick, and 

screw depending on the context. Those words would not be included if they were used as 

slang to insult somebody. Certain actions that describe sexual acts such as stroke, eat, 

lick, penetrate, rub, squeeze, grab, touch, suck, caress, kiss, ride, lunge, grind, thrust, 

squeal, “strap it on,” makin’ love,” “make-out,” and sexual satisfaction, are also noted. 

References to emotional love without sexual connotations are not included in this item, 
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for example the word hug. There are also words disguised as sex such as “dance” and 

“rock” that are noted in this study. The word “love” is noted only if it is used in an 

overtly sexual context. Terms such as “lights going out” to feed the imagination are also 

noted in this study.  Places where sex take place such as “bed” or “car” are noted if they 

are used to indicate that sex took place. This list also includes lines featuring nudity or 

getting undressed. 

Phrases like “We're really gonna screw you” are not noted because they are not 

considered sexual. Words and phrases that originate in sex, but are used in violence are 

not counted as a sex item. For example, the lyric “we’re really gonna screw you” is not 

considered sexual to the general public. 

 The next item is drugs, indicating specific references to drugs, drug use and slang 

that refers to the drugs themselves or paraphernalia. This would also include alcohol, 

marijuana and prescription medications, as well as hard drugs including cocaine and 

heroin. Certain keywords that describe drugs or actions done to use them such as line, 

bottle, drink, smoke, puff, blow, sniff, snort, and chug are also included. Words that 

describe the state someone is in due to drug use are used such as high, buzzed, drunk, lit, 

wasted, hungover, smashed, trashed, hammered, stoned, and inebriated are also noted. 

Other references include situations such as performing certain acts under the influence of 

certain substances such as driving drunk or high. Lines involving peer pressure are also 

noted. Incitement to use drugs from the singer is also noted. 
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The next item is profanity, and this list would include profane words would 

include keywords that would offend a reasonable person due to society's standards or 

would be considered offensive in the presence of children or sensitive people. These 

words would include shit, piss, fuck, cunt, damn, bastard, cocksucker, ass and bitch, for 

example. Some words also might depend on the context such as damn. Explicit sexual 

organs such as dick, tits, pussy, and cock are included.  

References to the occult include words that refer to themes, imagery, symbols, 

noises, or the practice of anything that has to do with religious subculture that is deemed 

abnormal by society's standards. These would include witchcraft, paganism, 

clairvoyance, sacrificial rituals, gatherings, wizardry and satanism, for example. Words 

associated with these themes such as Hell, devil, ditch, demon, Satan, lucifer, coven, or 

the use of the word “lord” to describe the devil. This study also looks at lycanthropy and 

any mention of “wolf” or any other animal that the devil might take form according to the 

lyrics. This would also include lyrics that overtly disrespect Christian culture, religious 

practices or church authority figures. Words like “fire” are only noted if it is referring to 

the fires in Hell. Anytime the word “unholy” appears it is also noted.  

 

Results  

Background information was collected about each song on the Filthy Fifteen list, 

as well as the most popular songs on the Billboard Top 100 list for each year in 

comparison. The information shows that the songs were released between 1980 - 1985. 
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They were mostly produced by companies in the United States; however, some came 

from overseas in England, Denmark, Australia and Canada.  

      

Table 1. Filthy Fifteen songs 

 Music 

Artist 

Year Billboard Top 

100 Rank 

Record Label Country 

Let Me Put 

My Love 

into You 

ACDC 1980 No Albert, Atlantic Australia 

      

High n Dry Def 

Leppard 

1981 No Vertigo, 

Mercury 

England 

      

Bastards Motley 

Crue 

1983 No Elektra USA 

      

Dress You 

Up 

Madonna 1983 No Sire, Warner 

Bros 

USA 

      

Trashed Black 

Sabbath 

1983 No Vertigo England 

      

She Bop Cyndi 

Lauper 

1983 No Epic USA 

      

Into the 

Coven 

Mercyful 

Fate 

1983 No Roadrunner Denmark 

      

We’re Not 

Gonna Take 

It 

Twisted 

Sister 

1984 No Atlantic USA 

      

Fuck Like a 

Beast 

W.A.S.P. 1984 No Capitol USA 

      

Darling 

Nikki 

Prince 1984 No Warner 

Records 

USA 

      

Sugar Walls Sheena 

Easton 

1984 #100 EMI Scotland 
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Eat Me 

Alive 

Judas 

Priest 

1984 No Columbia England 

      

Strap on 

Robby Baby 

Vanity 1984 No Motown Canada 

      

Possessed Venom 1985 No Neat England 

      

In My House Mary 

Jane 

Girls 

1985 # 63 Gordy, 

Motown 

USA 

 

No musical artist was listed more than once on the Filthy Fifteen list; however, 

several songs were released the same years in 1983, 1984 and 1985. No song was 

released in 1982 on the list. A majority of the songs in the Filthy Fifteen were not listed 

in the Billboard Top 100, except for two. Record labels for the songs varied widely with 

just two recurrences for Motown Records and Warner Records.  
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Table 2. Billboard Top 100 songs 

 Music Artist Year Billboard 

Top 100 

Rank 

Record Label Country 

Call Me 

 

Blondie 1980 No Palydor USA 

Betty Davis Eyes Kim Karnes  1981 No Columbia  Australia 

Every Breath You 

Take 

  

The Police 1983 No A & M England 

Billie Jean Michael 

Jackson 

  

1983 No Epic USA 

Flash Dance 

  

Irene Cara 1983 No RSO USA 

Down Under 

  

Men at Work 1983 No Columbia Australia 

Beat It Michael 

Jackson 

  

1983 No Epic USA 

When the Doves 

Cry                    

     

Prince 1984 No Warner Bros USA 

What’s Love Got 

to Do with It 

  

Tina Turner 1984 No Capitol USA 

Say Say Say McCartney 

and Jackson 

  

1984 No Capitol England 

Footloose  Kenny Loggins  1984 #100 Columbia USA 

Against All Odds  Phil Collins  1984 No Atlantic England 

Jump   Van Halen  1984 No Warner Bros USA 

Careless Whisper George 

Michael 

  

1985 No Columbia England 

Like a Virgin Madonna 1985 # 63 Epic USA 
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The study compiled a list of the popular songs ranked at the top of the Billboard 

Top 100 chart for each year of a Filthy Fifteen song. The first song to create the list is the 

number one song atop the charts. If more than one Filthy Fifteen song was released in a 

year, the subsequent next lowest ranking song was listed.  

Reflecting the Filthy Fifteen list, there was no song included for the year 1982. 

Similarly, the years 1983, 1984 and 1985 produced the most songs for comparison. One 

artist, Michael Jackson appeared three times on the list.  

Music Genre Results  

Table 3. Genre, by Filthy Fifteen song  

 
Artist Year Popular 

Music 

Heavy 

Metal 

Rock 

and Roll 

Let Me Put My Love into 

You  

AC/DC 1980 0 0 1 

High N Dry Def Leppard 1981 0 0 1 

Bastard Motley Crue 1983 0 1 0 

Dress You Up Madonna 1983 1 0 0 

Trashed Black Sabbath 1983 0 1 0 

She Bop Cyndi Lauper 1983 1 0 0 

Into the Coven Mercyful Fate 1983 0 1 0 

We're Not Gonna Take It  Twisted Sister 1984 0 0 0 

Fuck Like A Beast Wasp 1984 0 1 0 

Darling Nikki Prince 1984 1 0 0 

Sugar Walls   Sheena Easton 1984 1 0 0 
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A majority of the Filthy Fifteen songs were not on the Billboard Top 100 for the 

entire year, except for “Sugar Walls” by Sheena Easton and #63 In my House by Mary 

Jane Girls. The results show that the songs were only from the genres of popular music, 

heavy metal, and rock and roll.  

There are seven heavy metal songs, six popular music songs and two rock songs 

on the list of the Filthy Fifteen. Pop music is a genre that is appealing to the mainstream 

and talks about romantic subject matter. A typical example of a popular music song 

would be Dress You Up by Madonna, released in 1983 by Warner Brothers Records. Her 

lyrics demonstrate themes of popular culture of the time through phrases such as “let me 

cover you with velvet kisses,” and “I'll create a look that's made for you.”  

Heavy metal music is a genre that began with a cult following, talking about 

taboo subject matter that was sensitive for mainstream society. During the eighties, the 

popularity for this genre strengthened and became more well known. Independent record 

labels were present in the newer heavy metal genre. The independent music labels 

included Mercury, Vertigo and Neat. 

Eat Me Alive   Judas Priest 1984 0 1 0 

Strap on Robby Baby   Vanity 1984 1 0 0 

Possessed  Venom 1985 0 1 0 

In My House                                    Mary Jane Girls 1985 1 0 0 

N   6 7 2 
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A general example of a heavy metal song from the Filthy Fifteen is “We're Not 

Gonna Take It” by Twisted Sister, released in 1984 by Atlantic Records. The band’s 

lyrics have rebellious anti-social phrases such as “we'll fight the power that be just, don't 

pick our destiny cause” and “you don’t know us, you don't belong.” Heavy metal also 

discusses dark or violent subject matter. A typical example is the song “Possessed” by 

Venom released in 1985 by Neat Records with phrases such as “we suck the blood of the 

beast.”  

Table 4. Violence and genre, by Filthy Fifteen song 

 
Artist Year Violence in      

Popular 

Music 

Violence in 

Heavy 

Metal 

Music 

  

Violence 

in Rock 

and Roll 

Music 

Let Me Put My Love into 

You 

  

AC/DC 1980 0 0 0 

High N Dry Def Leppard 1981 0 0 0 

Bastard Motley Crue 1983 0 3 0 

Dress You Up Madonna 1983 0 0 0 

Trashed Black Sabbath 1983 0 0 0 

She Bop Cyndi Lauper 1983 0 0 0 
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Note: The percentage (%) represents the frequency of the reference compared to the total 

N units of analysis. 

 

The third music genre represented in this study is rock and roll. Rock and roll 

music was more appealing to the mainstream audience than heavy metal, discussing 

topics that revolve around having a good time and partying. An exemplary song 

is “High N Dry” by Def Leppard, released in 1981 by Vertigo Records. Their lyrics 

discuss social topics such as sex and drugs with phrases like “I’ve got my whiskey, I’ve 

got my wine,” and “I’ve got a date, a midnight ride, I had to give it away.”   

The PMRC was concerned about controversial subject matter in the song lyrics.  

As suspected, findings show a high amount of lyrical content with a violent nature.  

RQ1b posed the question of whether there would be more violence in the heavy metal 

songs or the pop songs. It was confirmed that there were more references on average to 

Into the Coven Mercyful Fate 1983 0 1 0 

We're Not Gonna Take It  Twisted Sister 1984 0 31 0 

Fuck Like A Beast Wasp 1984 0 1 0 

Darling Nikki Prince 1984 0 0 0 

Sugar Walls   Sheena Easton 1984 0 1 0 

Eat Me Alive   Judas Priest 1984 0 1 0 

Strap on Robby Baby Vanity 1984 0 0 0 

Possessed  Venom 1985 0 0 0 

In My House  

 

MaryJane 

Girls 

1985 0 1                   

 

0 

N   0 55 (100) 0 
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violence in heavy metal songs than in the other genres of music in the Filthy 

Fifteen. There are 55 references to violence in all genres, however; the violent lyrics were 

only found within heavy metal music. This would mean that in heavy metal music there 

is an average of 3.7 violent references per song, leaving the heavy metal with 100 percent 

of the references to violence and 0 percent for the other two genres. However, closer 

analysis reveals that only a few especially violent songs skewed the results higher. 

Specifically, “Bastard” by Motley Crue which contained 15 violent references 

and “We're Not Gonna Take It” by Twisted Sister which had 31 references. Otherwise, 

the numbers were much lower on average with only two heavy metal songs having three 

violent references and three songs with just one violent reference.   

The strength of violent lyrics varies among songs. “Bastard” by Motley Crue the 

15 references are overt acts of killing. These references include “in goes the knife, pull 

out his life” which leave little to the imagination. Milder forms of violence in Twisted 

Sister “We're Not Gonna Take It” include lyrics such as “we’ll fight the powers that be.” 

Here, the violence embodies more of a spirit of rebellion. Whatever the degree, findings 

show overall that there is more violence in heavy metal songs than the other genres of the 

Filthy Fifteen. 

In this study, references to violence include actions and situations involving 

harmful practices between two or more parties. An example of a song with the theme of 

violent lyrics would be “Bastard” by Motley Crue with phrases like “make it quick, blow 

off his head” and “I’ve got your neck in the noose.” In this study death itself is not 

counted as violence, but only the actions that cause death.   
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The PMRC was also concerned about sexual content in music lyrics. Findings 

show that the Filthy Fifteen pop songs did have more references to sex than the rock and 

roll or heavy metal genre songs.  

Table 5. Sex and genre, by Filthy Fifteen song 

 
Artist Year Sex in      

Popular 

Music 

Sex in 

Heavy 

Metal 

Music 

  

Sex in 

Rock and 

Roll 

Music 

Let Me Put My Love into 

You 

  

AC/DC 1980 0 0 43 

High N Dry Def Leppard 1981 0 0 4 

Bastard Motley Crue 1983 0 3 0 

Dress You Up Madonna 1983 75 0 0 

Trashed Black Sabbath 1983 0 0 0 

She Bop Cyndi Lauper 1983 82 0 0 

Into the Coven Mercyful Fate 1983 0 1 0 

We're Not Gonna Take It  Twisted Sister 1984 0 0 0 

Fuck Like A Beast Wasp 1984 0 54 0 

Darling Nikki Prince 1984 28 0 0 
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Note: The percentage (%) represents the frequency of the reference compared to the total 

N units of analysis. 

 

RQ1c posed the question of whether there would be more sexual references in the 

pop songs or the heavy metal and rock and roll genre songs. It was confirmed that there 

would be more references on average to sex in pop songs than in other genres of music in 

the Filthy Fifteen. There were 424 sexual references in all songs including all genres of 

music in the Filthy Fifteen. There were 272 sexual references in popular music songs, and 

105 sexual references in heavy metal songs and 47 sexual references in rock and roll 

songs. The average number of sexual references for popular music titles was 45. These 

numbers were much higher than the average for heavy metal at 15 sexual references, as 

well as for the 24 sexual references in rock and roll songs. In terms of percentages, pop 

songs had 64 percent of the sexual references, while 25 percent were in the heavy metal 

songs, leaving 11 percent for the rock and roll songs. 

Most of the pop references came from Madonna and Cyndi Lauper because of the 

repetition of certain keywords. The word “bop” in Cyndi Lauper’s “She Bop” is repeated 

multiple times where the lyric “Fuck like a beast” from the song “Fuck Like a Beast” by 

Sugar Walls   Sheena Easton 1984 32 0 0 

Eat Me Alive   Judas Priest 1984 0 44 0 

Strap on Robby Baby Vanity 1984 37 0 0 

Possessed  Venom 1985 0 1 0 

In My House  

 

MaryJane 

Girls 

1985 18 0                   

 

0 

N   272 (64)  105 (25) 47 (11) 
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heavy metal band Wasp is only repeated three times. “Eat Me Alive'' from the song “Eat 

Me Alive” by heavy metal band Judas Priest was repeated a significant amount of time, 

but not as much as the lyric “bop.” The rock songs only had 47 references to sex. Closer 

analysis reveals that most of those references were from the song “Let Me Put My Love 

into You” by AC/DC.   

Results of Patriarchal Societal Influences 

Table 6. Sex and gender, by Filthy Fifteen song 
 

Artist Year Sexual 

references 

from    

males 

Sexual                                     

references                          

from 

females   
Let Me Put My Love into 

You 

  

AC/DC 1980 43 0 

High N Dry Def Leppard 1981 4 0 

Bastard Motley Crue 1983 3 0 

Dress You Up Madonna 1983 0 75 

Trashed Black Sabbath 1983 0 0 

She Bop Cyndi Lauper 1983 0 82 

Into the Coven Mercyful Fate 1983 1 0 
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Note: The percentage (%) represents the frequency of the reference compared to 

the total N units of analysis. 

 

The PMRC was an all-female group that was concerned about sexist lyrics. In this 

study there was no speculation that sexist lyrics could be due to a male dominated 

entertainment industry. Findings state that there was no bias based on gender when it 

came to sexual references. 

RQ2a poses the question of whether there would be more sexual references on 

average by females than by males in the Filthy Fifteen. There are 244 references to sex 

from the females on the filthy fifteen and 178 references from the males. The average of 

female references was 49 and the average for males was 22. Overall 40 percent of the 

sexual references belonged to the males and 60 percent belonged to the females.  

There were repeated references in songs such as Madonna using the phrase “dress 

you up in my love,” which is repeated 24 times. There are also uses in the song “Strap on 

We're Not Gonna Take It  Twisted Sister 1984 0 0 

Fuck Like A Beast Wasp 1984 54 0 

Darling Nikki Prince 1984 28 0 

Sugar Walls   Sheena Easton 1984 0 32 

Eat Me Alive   Judas Priest 1984 44 0 

Strap on Robby Baby Vanity 1984 0 37 

Possessed  Venom 1985 1 0 

In My House  

 

MaryJane 

Girls 

1985 0 18                   

 

N   178 (42)  244 (58) 
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Robby Baby” by Vanity that have overt sexual references such as “stroke me” compared 

to the lyric “her train was coming to me” from the song “High N’ Dry” by Def Leppard. 

The lyric “Eat Me Alive'' is used multiple times, but not as many times as “She bop.” 

Wasp, which has 54 references, can also be compared to Madonna with 57 references to 

sex. Therefore, the prediction is correct that there were more references to sex from the 

female artists. 

This study also compares gender when it comes to violent content. There was 

speculation by the PMRC that masculine lyrics would contain more violence opposed to 

feminine romantic, and sexual lyrics. Findings show that there are more violent 

references from males than from females. 

Table 7. Violence and gender, Filthy Fifteen song 

 
 Artist      Year          Violent 

references 

from males 

Violent                                

references                        

from females 

Let Me Put My Love into 

You  

AC/DC 1980 0 0 

High N Dry Def Leppard 1981 0 0 

Bastard Motley Crue 1983 15 0 

Dress You Up Madonna 1983 0 0 

Trashed Black Sabbath 1983 3 0 

She Bop Cyndi Lauper 1983 0 0 

Into the Coven Mercyful Fate 1983 1 0 

We're Not Gonna Take It  Twisted Sister 1984 31 0 
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Note: The percentage (%) represents the frequency of the frame compared to the total N 

units of analysis.                     

                                                                              

 

RQ2b asked whether there would be more violent references from the male artists 

or the female artists on the Filthy Fifteen. It was confirmed that there would be more 

violent references on average by males than by females in the Filthy Fifteen. The study 

shows that there are 55 references to violence from males and 0 from females. There was 

an average of 6 for males and zero for females. This levels out to violence references 

being 100 percent for males and 0 percent for females. 

 A male artist who had a lot of references to violence was Motley Crue in their 

song “Bastard” which had 27 references. Further analysis shows that the rest of the heavy 

metal songs on the Filthy Fifteen had at least one reference to violence. An example of a 

heavy metal song with one reference was from the song “Eat Me Alive” by Judas Priest 

with the reference, “I’ll force you at gunpoint.”   

Fuck Like A Beast Wasp 1984 1 0 

Darling Nikki Prince 1984 0 0 

Sugar Walls   Sheena Easton 1984 0 0 

Eat Me Alive   Judas Priest 1984 1 0 

Strap on Robby Baby   

Possessed  

In My House  

 

Vanity 

Venom 

Mary Jane 

Girls 

1984 

1985 

1985 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

N  0 (0)  55 (100)  0 (0) 
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Looking further, no other female artists had rebellious or violent references in 

their songs that would be considered offensive. Not even words like “fight” used in the 

song “We’re Not Gonna Take It” by Twisted Sister were not used in a rebellious sense in 

the female pop songs. Though Cyndi Lauper did use the word “bop,” it would not be 

considered violent in this context.   

The PMRC was worried about bad language in a lot of music recordings during 

the early 1980’s. This study looked to see if there was a language difference between 

genders and race that could have affected how the Filthy Fifteen was constructed during 

that time. Findings show that the male artists used more profanity than the female artists.  

Table 8. Profanity, race and gender, by Filthy Fifteen song  

 
Artist Year Profanity 

from males 

Profanity                        

from 

females 

Profanity from 

people of color 

Let Me Put 

My Love 

into You 

  

AC/DC 1980 0 0 0 

High N 

Dry 

  

Def Leppard 1981 0 0 0 

Bastard 

  

Motley Crue 1983 27 0 0 

Dress You 

Up 

  

Madonna 1983 0 0 0 

Trashed Black 

Sabbath 

  

1983 3 0 0 

She Bop 

  

Cyndi Lauper 1983 0 0 0 
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Note: The percentage (%) represents the frequency of the frame compared to the 

total N units of analysis.                     

                                                                               

RQ2c asks if there would be more profanity on average by males or by 

females and artists of color in the Filthy Fifteen. The study shows that there were 33 

references to profanity, and they were all by white males. The average number 

of profanity references for males is 4 and 0 for females and also 0 for people of color. 

Into the 

Coven 

  

Mercyful Fate 1983 0 0 0 

We're Not 

Gonna 

Take It 

   

Twisted Sister 1984 0 0 0 

Fuck Like 

a Beast 

  

Wasp 1984 3 0 0 

Darling 

Nikki 

  

Prince 1984 0 0 0 

Sugar 

Walls  

   

Sheena 

Easton 

1984 0 0 0 

Eat Me 

Alive   

  

Judas Priest 1984 0 0 0 

Strap on 

Robby 

Baby   

 

Possessed  

 

In My 

House   

Vanity 

 

 

 

Venom 

 

Mary Jane 

Girls 

1984 

 

 

 

1985 

 

1985 

0 

 

 

 

0 

 

0 

0 

 

 

 

0 

 

0 

0 

 

 

 

0 

 

0 

N   33 (100)  0 (0) 0 (0)  
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Therefore, 100 percent of the references to profanity came from the males and 0 percent 

from women and people of color. 

There were certain words used by the males such as the word “bastard,” which is 

repeated 21 times in the song “Bastard” by Motley Crue. Another male group was Black 

Sabbath whose song “Trashed” featured the word “bitch” three times in the chorus. The 

word “fuck” is repeated twice in the song, as well as the word “ass” in the song “Fuck 

Like a Beast” by the group Wasp, which is also led by males.   

There was little comparison between the male category and the other two 

categories of females and people of color. Vanity and Prince used references such as 

“stroke” and “grind,” which are not considered offensive compared to “fuck” or “screw,” 

which appear in the song “Bastard.” The prediction was correct, but there was only one 

song where profanity references were dominant from males.   

Pop Music Comparison Results  

The PMRC thought that the music on the Filthy Fifteen list deviated from the 

norm in terms of lyrical content. There was speculation that new values were being 

introduced to youth at the time through explicit content in song lyrics that might cause 

problems in society. The findings show that the Filthy Fifteen contained more explicit 

references than the Billboard Top 100 songs of the 1980’s.  

Table 9. Violence, sex, drugs, profanity and occult, by Filthy Fifteen song 

 
Violence Sex Drugs Profanity Occult 
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Let Me Put 

My Love 

into You 

  

0 43 0 0 0 

High N 

Dry 

  

0 4 28 0 0 

Bastard 

  

15 3 0 27 0 

Dress You 

Up 

  

0 57 0 0 0 

Trashed  3 0 20 3 0 

She Bop 

  

0 82 0 0 0 

Into the 

Coven 

  

1 1 0 0 16 

We're Not 

Gonna 

Take It 

   

31 0 0 0 0 

Fuck Like 

a Beast 

  

1 54 0 3 0 

Darling 

Nikki 

  

0 28 0 0 0 

Sugar 

Walls  

   

0 32 0 0 0 

Eat Me 

Alive   

  

1 44 0  0 0 

Strap on 

Robby 

Baby  

0 37 0 0 0 

Possessed 3 1 0 0 0 

In My 

House 

0 18 0 0 0 

N 55 (10) 404 

(70) 

48 (8) 33 (6) 33 (6) 
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Note: The percentage (%) represents the frequency of the frame compared to the 

total N units of analysis.        

                                                      

Table 10. Violence, sex, drugs, profanity and occult, by Billboard Top 100 song 

 
Violence Sex Drugs Profanity Occult 

 

Call Me 0 127 1 0 0 

Betty 

Davis Eyes 

 

0 15 0 0 0 

Every 

Breath You 

Take 

 

20 0 0 0 0 

Billie Jean 0 24 0 0 0 

Flash 

Dance 

 

0 0 0 0 0 

Down 

Under 

 

0 0 5 0 0 

Beat It 24 0 0 0 0 

When the 

Doves Cry                    

     

0 8 0 0 0 

What’s 

Love Got 

to Do with 

It 

 

0 32 0 0 0 

Say Say 

Say 

0 0 0 0 0 

Footloose 

 

0 0 0 0 0 
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Note: The percentage (%) represents the frequency of the frame compared to the 

total N units of analysis.        

       

       

RQ3 posed the question of whether there would be more explicit references 

to violence, sex, drugs, and profanity Filthy Fifteen or the Billboard Top 100 songs of 

the same years. It was confirmed that there would be more references on average to 

violence, sex, drugs, profanity, and the occult in Filthy Fifteen songs than in the Billboard 

Top 100 songs of the same years.  

There were 55 references to violence on the Filthy Fifteen and 24 on the other 

chart. There were 404 references to sex on the Filthy Fifteen and 253 on the other list. 

There were 33 references to profanity on the Filthy Fifteen and 0 on the other list. There 

were 48 references to drugs on the Filthy Fifteen and one on the Billboard Top 100 list. 

There were 33 references to the occult and 0 on the Billboard list.  

Countries other than America had references to the occult and drugs, while a 

majority American music did not. All around the Filthy Fifteen songs ended up being 10 

percent of violent references 70 percent of sexual references, 8 percent of drug 

references, 6 percent of profanity references and 6 percent of occult references. 

Against All 

Odds 

 

0 0 0 0 0 

Jump  

 

0 0 0 0 0 

Careless 

Whisper 

 

0 18 0 0 0 

Like a 

Virgin 

0 29 0 0 0 

N 24 (9) 253 

(89) 

6 (2) 0 (0) 0 (0) 
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The totaled numbers for violent references on the Filthy Fifteen list make an 

average of 4. The Billboard Top 100 songs average 2 violent references. The average 

references for profanity in Filthy Fifteen songs is 2, and 0 for the Billboard Top 100 

songs. For sexual references, Filthy Fifteen songs averaged 28 references, and Billboard 

Top 100 songs averaged 17 references. In terms of drugs mentioned, the Filthy Fifteen 

average 3 references while Billboard Top 100 songs had 0. Occult references averaged 2 

per song on the Filthy Fifteen list, and again had 0 references in Billboard Top 100 songs.  

Overall, the prediction was correct when it came to explicit 

references. “Bastard” by Motley Crue and “We're Not Gonna Take It” by Twisted Sister 

had the most violent references and these songs can be compared to the Billboard Top 

100 song “Beat It” by Michael Jackson who had quite a bit of violent references such as 

“they'll kick you, and they'll beat you.”  Motley Crue had 15 references violence in their 

song “Bastard” which had phrases such as “got his neck in the noose.” By comparing the 

two charts sexual references on the Filthy Fifteen such as songs like “Fuck Like a 

Beast” by Wasp with phrases like “Pelvic Thrust as my sweat starts to sting you” can 

compare to some lyrics on the Top 100 Billboard charts. One of the phrases from a song 

on the Billboard Top 100 was “like a virgin, touched for the very first time” by Madonna 

which had 32 references to sex compared to Wasp who had 54 references.   

When it came to drug references The Billboard Top 100 songs could hardly 

compare to the Filthy Fifteen. On the Filthy Fifteen “Trashed” by Black Sabbath who had 

20 references to drugs had phrases such as “The bottle took a beating.” This song can be 
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compared to a Billboard Top 100 song such as “Down Under” by Men at Work who had 

5 references to drugs with phrases like “On a hippie trail, head full of zombie.”   

In the profanity category there was a big difference when comparing the 

song “Bastard” by Motley Crue who had 27 references to profanity with phrases such as 

“Not gonna fuck with me” which was on the Filthy Fifteen compared to the Billboard 

Top 100 songs which had no music artists that had references to profanity.   

The final category was the occult which also had no comparison with a song 

like “Into the Coven” by Mercyful Fate which had 16 references to the occult with 

phrases like “howl like a wolf, and a which will open the door” compared to the 

Billboard Top 100 which had 0 references to the occult.  

   

Discussion 

This study is a close-up snapshot in time of this important legal music censorship 

case. This event shows how freedom of speech can be challenged in the wake of 

changing times and a developing culture. Often when a new type of media, such as the 

rock and roll or heavy metal genres, are introduced there is initial hesitancy and fear 

among the public, which can lead to censorship. This study looks at potential 

circumstances for media content that could lead to censorship, such as in music lyrics. It 

questions whether the resulting censorship by the U.S. Senate was justified in its 

assessment of the Filthy Fifteen.   

This study had its limitations, and one important factor was that this list was a 

very specific case when it came to what was considered offensive at the time and to 
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whom it was considered offensive. There was not enough data that would measure 

enough references to show statistical comparisons between what is considered explicit 

and what is considered acceptable to mainstream society.   

The credibility of the study relies heavily on commercial music lyrics and audio 

versions of the song. The study did not include music videos or other versions of the 

songs, which could enhance the research.  

The results of coding the Filthy Fifteen provide a clear representation of those 

songs, however, the results cannot be extrapolated to represent all music during that time 

period or certain genres. While the study contains high internal validity in the 

measurement of provocative lyrics, it lacks external validity being representative of the 

music of the time.   

The PMRC picked songs for its list of Filthy Fifteen that were outliers and did not 

represent actual mainstream music, such as from the Billboard Top 100, that would have 

broader influences on society. The songs chosen were along the edges of music genres 

and pushed the boundaries of accepted lyrics for even the newer emerging and edgier 

genres such as heavy metal.   

It appears that the PMRC put borderline heavy metal songs on the list to ramp up 

its case for censorship and focus on certain values more than others, such as the use of 

language and societal norms as opposed to the ones that were displayed in the milder pop 

songs such as sexual references. The heavy metal songs had violence, sex, drugs, 

profanity, and the occult as opposed to the pop songs, which had borderline romantic 

sexual lyrics, but no other categories. According to Long & Nadelhaft, “the PMRC 
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wanted to control the culture and be a mother to the certain groups they looked down 

upon (1997, p.153).” The values in the heavy metal songs overtly went against the 

conservative values during the Reagan era.   

The study compared genres in terms of violent and sexual content. Findings 

would prove to be true that pop music does not have as many offensive songs compared 

to rock and metal, however, there were more sexual references in the Billboard Top 100 

pop songs than any other genre.   

There ended up being more sexual content in the Billboard Top 100 songs, and 

these findings might be because romance is a dominant topic in pop music. Thus, the 

PMRC likely prejudged the heavy metal genre in terms of content when referring to 

“porn rock” as the main concern. The PMRC complained about a lot of sexual content in 

heavy metal, but mainstream music actually contained more references.  

The study also compared the pop and heavy metal songs in terms of violent 

content. The pop songs did not come close to violent references due to the subject matter 

matching the upbeat rhythm of the music, but some of the metal songs discussed some of 

the same subjects as the pop songs.  

Next in the study, sexual references and profanity were examined between males, 

females, and people of color. According to federal law, “if advertising appeals to the 

prurient interests or incites pandering that it is considered obscenity,” (Long & Nadelhaft, 

1997, p.159). Race and biological sex are important artifacts reviewed in this study. It 

compared sex to see if women had any limitations due to society's conventions at the 

time.  There are only two sexes the study is looking at because all the artists were either 
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male or female. Race is also important to see if there was any hindrance of speech for 

people of color for the same reasons related to societal convention.  

When comparing the male and female song lyrics of the Filthy Fifteen, the study 

first looked at sexual references. The pop songs by female artists had hidden innuendos 

that were repeated, while songs by males on the list made overt references to sex 

appearing repeatedly in the chorus. It is an important finding that the pop songs were all 

by female artists except for Prince.  

Women might have felt that the only edgy subject matter they could discuss was 

sex because it fit within their gender role of being oversexualized at the time while 

violence was considered more masculine (Whitely, 2000).  These findings are because 

most of the references from the female artists were not as overt as the male artist 

references. The difference in the language being males could say “Fuck Like a Beast” in 

contrast to females who could only use hidden innuendos like “She Bop.”   

In the female artists’ songs, sexual references were the only category that 

existed as opposed to the male category where multiple categories went along with sex. 

There were mostly references to sex because of the concern of “porn rock” by the PMRC. 

According to Pastor Jeff Ling “The material we are concerned about cannot be compared 

with Louie Louie, Cole Porter, Billie Holliday, et cetera. Cole Porter's "the birds do it, the 

bees do it," can hardly be compared with WASP, "I f-u-c-k like a beast. There is a new 

element of vulgarity and violence toward women that is unprecedented, “(Record 

Labeling, 1985, p. 11).”  
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Next, the study looked at the theme of violence in song lyrics between males and 

females on the Filthy Fifteen chart.  According to Long & Nadelhaft, The PMRC had a 

problem with the supposed toxic masculinity of the culture at the time that was infatuated 

with pornography and violence (1997, p.153). By looking at this study, all the violent 

references were in the rock and metal songs and they all had at least one violent 

reference.   

These findings may be because heavy metal was male-dominated at the time. Due 

to this patriarchy, males may have had more freedom to say what they want in their 

music. Due to these societal conventions, it may not have been the norm for women to 

speak of such violent content due to gender norms of the time (Whitely, 2000). These 

findings are based on a study by Hansen and Hansen (1991) who claim that “heavy metal 

music is correlated with boys excelling in their manhood and feeling masculine.” By 

looking at the songs on the charts one can see that women were mainly involved in pop 

music, which had romantic feminine lyrics and therefore did not use violent 

references (Whitely, 2000).  

 According to Long & Nadelhaft, “There was also a concern with 

male- dominated values in society and how they were corrupting the media, which 

children were consuming (1997, p. 5).” The PMRC was concerned about violence toward 

women and there were a lot of references to that in the Filthy Fifteen, but the songs by 

women did not have any violent references. These numbers tell us that due to gender 

norms women could not discuss certain subject matter such as violence because it was 

considered masculine.  
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The high numbers of provocative lyrical references are a result of songs that were 

not consumed by a wide audience, as well as were not from a genre of mainstream 

listeners. These results had a lot to do with gender and cultural norms and the role that 

certain genders played in these cultural norms. These findings also have a lot to do with 

the genres that were presented in the Filthy Fifteen as opposed to the other list. Certain 

subjects were only discussed by certain group’s demographics that were attached to a 

certain genre.  

There were pop songs on the other list that had sexual references, but not as many 

as the Filthy Fifteen. There were also a lot of overtly sexual lyrics in the Filthy Fifteen 

such as “she bop” from the song “She Bop,” and the line “eat me alive” from the 

song “Eat Me Alive.” On the Billboard Top 100 there were overtly sexual songs such 

as “Like a Virgin,” but that song barely met the average of the Filthy fifteen.   

According to Long & Nadelhaft, “The PMRC wanted all speech in the artistic 

realm to meet the standards of speech appropriate to the social and political realm (Long 

& Nadelhaft, 1997, p.150).” All references to profanity were used by white males. The 

other Black performers on the Filthy Fifteen had offensive content, but no profanity that 

derived from a sexual situation such as the word “fuck.” The white performers had sexual 

content, but only groups led by white males like Wasp and Motley Crue could use words 

like “fuck” to express something sexual.  According to Long & Nadelhaft, there was 

speculation that the hearings were racially motivated because it seemed that the PMRC 

was concerned with “Black music on white airwaves,” (1997, p.152).  
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It turned out that all the references to profanity were from white males. When it 

came to dominance in profanity and violence Motley Crue's song “Bastard” stood out 

over all the other tracks because of its constant use of the word “bastard” as well as usage 

of words such as “fuck” and “screw.”   

When it came to sexual references, “She Bop” by Cyndi Lauper was the dominant 

track with the most explicit references to female sexuality. These two 

songs exemplify that to some degree males and females had a relatively equal number of 

controversial lyrics, but they were distributed in different ways.   

Findings also tell us that minorities had a limit to what they could say to please 

record companies and to sell albums to the public. These findings support the study of 

earlier music done by Winfield & Davidson, which talked about societies view of jazz 

music and how that was motivated by racial prejudice.” (1999, p.106).  

The findings show that both the above-mentioned songs were from 1983 and in 

this year, there were no artists of color. These findings could be due to the music industry 

being dominated by white males at the time. Black performers might not have had the 

same freedoms when it came to speech as white performers due to being cornered in a 

certain genre like pop or rhythm and blues. White performers might have felt that 

because they were in the majority, they could get away with saying anything they wanted 

without losing a fan base especially if it was in a genre that was under the radar, to begin 

with like heavy metal (Whitely, 2000 p.13;Gillian,1992,340-341).  

Findings show that the PMRC had every right to be concerned, but they also 

misinterpreted the lyrics of a lot of songs (Record Labeling, 1985, p. 73-75). The findings 
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show that there were more violence and profanity references from males, but the females 

had more sexual references and therefore the PMRC was wrong about sexist 

lyrics. Therefore, there was no correlation of patriarchal influence like the PMRC 

suspected.  

The way the PMRC selected these songs can be compared to the case of Miller v. 

California in the attempt to define obscene material. For something to be considered 

obscene it “lacked serious literary, artistic, political or scientific value.” Under this 

definition, “contemporary community standards” were used to evaluate whether, or not 

material was “patently offensive” or evinced a “prurient interest in sex,” (Anderson, 

1973). Whether something has literary or artistic value is up for debate because literary 

interest also depends on the individual and their morals compared to community and 

societal standards.  

The overall numbers of references were higher on the Filthy Fifteen list than those 

on the Billboard Top 100. But most of the Filthy Fifteen songs were unknown to the 

public and were not hit songs that people knew other than “Were not gonna take it” by 

Twisted Sister and “Sugar Walls” by Sheena Easton. These songs were handpicked by 

the PMRC instead of being consumed by a wide audience, and this was a voluntary rating 

system based on certain morals that the PMRC and other members of society lived by at 

that time. Morals vary from culture to culture and they are subjective. Due to this type of 

pre-judgement based on cultural bias, this is a moment in time where freedom of speech 

has been tested to its limit. 
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 This study about censoring the Filthy Fifteen analyzes a special moment in 

history during the “Age of Excess” when boundaries were pushed (Traeger, 2014) and 

consumerism values ruled. The rock music industry became the poster child for 

corruption in America in the late 20th Century and heavy metal pushed the envelope even 

further. This research project provides an important piece to the puzzle for explaining the 

story of continued censorship in America, despite the claim for freedom of speech under 

the First Amendment.   

In the future, there should be more research on the topic of the PMRC hearings 

and the Filthy Fifteen songs. It would be important to look at visual communication and 

to have a study on some of the music videos that were mentioned in the hearing because 

music videos were on the rise at the time. It could be advantageous to compare the heavy 

metal music videos to the pop music videos to see if there was some type of musical bias 

by the PMRC. Researchers might also examine the visuals and album covers presented 

with the Filthy Fifteen to look at all the factors that would have struck a chord with the 

PMRC.   

Studies could also look at more examples of controversial music that were 

released during that time. The comparison could determine how the Filthy Fifteen ranked 

in controversial lyrics related to other songs considered offensive at the time. Looking at 

contemporary music, studies could map the influence of parental advisory labels and the 

resulting trajectory of music into the 21st Century. Studies could also look at rap music's 

influence on the PMRC hearings and the affect it had on American values at the 
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time. Future studies could look at how that could have played into the supposed racial 

bias of the PMRC.   

  Freedom of speech is always challenged over time and there will always be gray 

areas to look at within the First Amendment. This study focuses on how new genres of 

music are perceived and regulated in society. Societal norms, gender roles, and racial 

attitudes also change over time affecting language, media, and music. What is considered 

taboo in one generation might not be considered taboo in the next. Violence and profanity 

were not acceptable in the Filthy Fifteen, but Billboard Top 100 songs with even higher 

numbers of sexual references were not put on the PMRC’s list.   

The 1980’s were a very conservative time during the Reagan administration, and 

certain subject matter might have been considered more taboo opposed to other 

generations. The political climate can dictate whether certain media is considered suitable 

for children or not (Traeger, 2014). Certain values are portrayed depending on who is in 

office and that constructs a major part of contemporary culture.   

Ultimately the core of the censorship debate lies at the very heart of the American 

legal system. Whether at the federal, state, or local level, communities have power in 

determining the boundaries of what they deem acceptable speech (Traeger, 2014). 

Throughout history parties bent on restraining new creative, provocative, or controversial 

communication have made the case for censorship. The Filthy Fifteen is just one historic 

example of the ongoing battle for freedom of speech. Even in a free democratic society 

with values of individuality and entrepreneurship, America still finds itself grappling with 

the limitations of convention.   
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Appendix A 

Tables 

      

Table 1. Filthy Fifteen songs 

 Music 

Artist 

Year Billboard Top 

100 Rank 

Record Label Country 

Let Me Put 

My Love 

into You 

ACDC 1980 No Albert, Atlantic Australia 

      

High n Dry Def 

Leppard 

1981 No Vertigo, 

Mercury 

England 

      

Bastards Motley 

Crue 

1983 No Elektra USA 

      

Dress You 

Up 

Madonna 1983 No Sire, Warner 

Bros 

USA 

      

Trashed Black 

Sabbath 

1983 No Vertigo England 

      

She Bop Cyndi 

Lauper 

1983 No Epic USA 

      

Into the 

Coven 

Mercyful 

Fate 

1983 No Roadrunner Denmark 

      

We’re Not 

Gonna Take 

It 

Twisted 

Sister 

1984 No Atlantic USA 

      

Fuck Like a 

Beast 

W.A.S.P. 1984 No Capitol USA 

      

Darling 

Nikki 

Prince 1984 No Warner 

Records 

USA 
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Sugar Walls Sheena 

Easton 

1984 #100 EMI Scotland 

      

Eat Me 

Alive 

Judas 

Priest 

1984 No Columbia England 

      

Strap on 

Robby Baby 

Vanity 1984 No Motown Canada 

      

Possessed Venom 1985 No Neat England 

      

In My House Mary 

Jane 

Girls 

1985 # 63 Gordy, 

Motown 

USA 
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Table 2. Billboard Top 100 songs 

 Music Artist Year Billboard 

Top 100 

Rank 

Record Label Country 

Call Me 

 

Blondie 1980 No Palydor USA 

Betty Davis Eyes Kim Karnes  1981 No Columbia  Australia 

Every Breath You 

Take 

  

The Police 1983 No A & M England 

Billie Jean Michael 

Jackson 

  

1983 No Epic USA 

Flash Dance 

  

Irene Cara 1983 No RSO USA 

Down Under 

  

Men at Work 1983 No Columbia Australia 

Beat It Michael 

Jackson 

  

1983 No Epic USA 

When the Doves 

Cry                    

     

Prince 1984 No Warner Bros USA 

What’s Love Got 

to Do with It 

  

Tina Turner 1984 No Capitol USA 

Say Say Say McCartney 

and Jackson 

  

1984 No Capitol England 

Footloose  Kenny Loggins  1984 #100 Columbia USA 

Against All Odds  Phil Collins  1984 No Atlantic England 

Jump   Van Halen  1984 No Warner Bros USA 

Careless Whisper George 

Michael 

  

1985 No Columbia England 

Like a Virgin Madonna 1985 # 63 Epic USA 
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Table 3. Genre, by Filthy Fifteen song  

 
Artist Year Popular 

Music 

Heavy 

Metal 

Rock 

and Roll 

Let Me Put My Love into 

You  

AC/DC 1980 0 0 1 

High N Dry Def Leppard 1981 0 0 1 

Bastard Motley Crue 1983 0 1 0 

Dress You Up Madonna 1983 1 0 0 

Trashed Black Sabbath 1983 0 1 0 

She Bop Cyndi Lauper 1983 1 0 0 

Into the Coven Mercyful Fate 1983 0 1 0 

We're Not Gonna Take It  Twisted Sister 1984 0 0 0 

Fuck Like A Beast Wasp 1984 0 1 0 

Darling Nikki Prince 1984 1 0 0 

Sugar Walls   Sheena Easton 1984 1 0 0 

Eat Me Alive   Judas Priest 1984 0 1 0 

Strap on Robby Baby   Vanity 1984 1 0 0 

Possessed  Venom 1985 0 1 0 

In My House                                    Mary Jane Girls 1985 1 0 0 

N   6 7 2 
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Table 4. Violence and genre, by Filthy Fifteen song 

 
Artist Year Violence in      

Popular 

Music 

Violence in 

Heavy 

Metal 

Music 

  

Violence 

in Rock 

and Roll 

Music 

Let Me Put My Love into 

You 

  

AC/DC 1980 0 0 0 

High N Dry Def Leppard 1981 0 0 0 

Bastard Motley Crue 1983 0 3 0 

Dress You Up Madonna 1983 0 0 0 

Trashed Black Sabbath 1983 0 0 0 

She Bop Cyndi Lauper 1983 0 0 0 

Into the Coven Mercyful Fate 1983 0 1 0 

We're Not Gonna Take It  Twisted Sister 1984 0 31 0 

Fuck Like A Beast Wasp 1984 0 1 0 

Darling Nikki Prince 1984 0 0 0 

Sugar Walls   Sheena Easton 1984 0 1 0 

Eat Me Alive   Judas Priest 1984 0 1 0 

Strap on Robby Baby Vanity 1984 0 0 0 

Possessed  Venom 1985 0 0 0 

In My House  

 

MaryJane 

Girls 

1985 0 1                   

 

0 

N   0 55 (100) 0 
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Table 5. Sex and genre, by Filthy Fifteen song 

 
Artist Year Sex in      

Popular 

Music 

Sex in 

Heavy 

Metal 

Music 

  

Sex in 

Rock and 

Roll 

Music 

Let Me Put My Love into 

You 

  

AC/DC 1980 0 0 43 

High N Dry Def Leppard 1981 0 0 4 

Bastard Motley Crue 1983 0 3 0 

Dress You Up Madonna 1983 75 0 0 

Trashed Black Sabbath 1983 0 0 0 

She Bop Cyndi Lauper 1983 82 0 0 

Into the Coven Mercyful Fate 1983 0 1 0 

We're Not Gonna Take It  Twisted Sister 1984 0 0 0 

Fuck Like A Beast Wasp 1984 0 54 0 

Darling Nikki Prince 1984 28 0 0 

Sugar Walls   Sheena Easton 1984 32 0 0 

Eat Me Alive   Judas Priest 1984 0 44 0 

Strap on Robby Baby Vanity 1984 37 0 0 
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Possessed  Venom 1985 0 1 0 

In My House  

 

MaryJane 

Girls 

1985 18 0                   

 

0 

N   272 (64)  105 (25) 47 (11) 

Table 6. Sex and gender, by Filthy Fifteen song 
 

Artist Year Sexual 

references 

from    

males 

Sexual                                     

references                          

from 

females   
Let Me Put My Love into 

You 

  

AC/DC 1980 43 0 

High N Dry Def Leppard 1981 4 0 

Bastard Motley Crue 1983 3 0 

Dress You Up Madonna 1983 0 75 

Trashed Black Sabbath 1983 0 0 

She Bop Cyndi Lauper 1983 0 82 

Into the Coven Mercyful Fate 1983 1 0 

We're Not Gonna Take It  Twisted Sister 1984 0 0 

Fuck Like A Beast Wasp 1984 54 0 
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Darling Nikki Prince 1984 28 0 

Sugar Walls   Sheena Easton 1984 0 32 

Eat Me Alive   Judas Priest 1984 44 0 

Strap on Robby Baby Vanity 1984 0 37 

Possessed  Venom 1985 1 0 

In My House  

 

MaryJane 

Girls 

1985 0 18                   

 

N   178 (42)  244 (58) 

Table 7. Violence and gender 

 
 Artist      Year          Violent 

references 

from males 

Violent                                

references                        

from females 

Let Me Put My Love into 

You  

AC/DC 1980 0 0 

High N Dry Def Leppard 1981 0 0 

Bastard Motley Crue 1983 15 0 

Dress You Up Madonna 1983 0 0 

Trashed Black Sabbath 1983 3 0 

She Bop Cyndi Lauper 1983 0 0 

Into the Coven Mercyful Fate 1983 1 0 

We're Not Gonna Take It  Twisted Sister 1984 31 0 

Fuck Like A Beast Wasp 1984 1 0 

Darling Nikki Prince 1984 0 0 
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Sugar Walls   Sheena Easton 1984 0 0 

Eat Me Alive   Judas Priest 1984 1 0 

Strap on Robby Baby   

Possessed  

In My House  

 

Vanity 

Venom 

Mary Jane 

Girls 

1984 

1985 

1985 

0 

1 

0 

0 

0 

0 

N  0 (0)  55 (100)  0 (0) 

Table 8. Profanity, race and gender, by Filthy Fifteen song  

 
Artist Year Profanity 

from males 

Profanity                        

from 

females 

Profanity from 

people of color 

Let Me Put 

My Love 

into You 

  

AC/DC 1980 0 0 0 

High N 

Dry 

  

Def Leppard 1981 0 0 0 

Bastard 

  

Motley Crue 1983 27 0 0 

Dress You 

Up 

  

Madonna 1983 0 0 0 

Trashed Black 

Sabbath 

  

1983 3 0 0 

She Bop 

  

Cyndi Lauper 1983 0 0 0 

Into the 

Coven 

  

Mercyful Fate 1983 0 0 0 
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We're Not 

Gonna 

Take It 

   

Twisted Sister 1984 0 0 0 

Fuck Like 

a Beast 

  

Wasp 1984 3 0 0 

Darling 

Nikki 

  

Prince 1984 0 0 0 

Sugar 

Walls  

   

Sheena 

Easton 

1984 0 0 0 

Eat Me 

Alive   

  

Judas Priest 1984 0 0 0 

Strap on 

Robby 

Baby   

 

Possessed  

 

In My 

House   

Vanity 

 

 

 

Venom 

 

Mary Jane 

Girls 

1984 

 

 

 

1985 

 

1985 

0 

 

 

 

0 

 

0 

0 

 

 

 

0 

 

0 

0 

 

 

 

0 

 

0 

N   33 (100)  0 (0) 0 (0)  

Table 9. Violence, sex, drugs, profanity and occult, by Filthy Fifteen song 

 
Violence Sex Drugs Profanity Occult 

Let Me Put 

My Love 

into You 

  

0 43 0 0 0 

High N 

Dry 

  

0 4 28 0 0 

Bastard 

  

15 3 0 27 0 
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Dress You 

Up 

  

0 57 0 0 0 

Trashed  3 0 20 3 0 

She Bop 

  

0 82 0 0 0 

Into the 

Coven 

  

1 1 0 0 16 

We're Not 

Gonna 

Take It 

   

31 0 0 0 0 

Fuck Like 

a Beast 

  

1 54 0 3 0 

Darling 

Nikki 

  

0 28 0 0 0 

Sugar 

Walls  

   

0 32 0 0 0 

Eat Me 

Alive   

  

1 44 0  0 0 

Strap on 

Robby 

Baby  

0 37 0 0 0 

Possessed 3 1 0 0 0 

In My 

House 

0 18 0 0 0 

N 55 (10) 404 

(70) 

48 (8) 33 (6) 33 (6) 

Table 10. Violence, sex, drugs, profanity and occult, by Billboard Top 100 song 

 
Violence Sex Drugs Profanity Occult 
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Call Me 0 127 1 0 0 

Betty 

Davis Eyes 

 

0 15 0 0 0 

Every 

Breath You 

Take 

 

20 0 0 0 0 

Billie Jean 0 24 0 0 0 

Flash 

Dance 

 

0 0 0 0 0 

Down 

Under 

 

0 0 5 0 0 

Beat It 24 0 0 0 0 

When the 

Doves Cry                    

     

0 8 0 0 0 

What’s 

Love Got 

to Do with 

It 

 

0 32 0 0 0 

Say Say 

Say 

0 0 0 0 0 

Footloose 

 

0 0 0 0 0 

Against All 

Odds 

 

0 0 0 0 0 

Jump  

 

0 0 0 0 0 

Careless 

Whisper 

 

0 18 0 0 0 

Like a 

Virgin 

0 29 0 0 0 
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N 24 (9) 253 

(89) 

6 (2) 0 (0) 0 (0) 
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Appendix B  

Codebook 

  

Song Background Information 

1. Song 

A piece of music performed by at least one voice with or without musical composition. 

This study analyses the original recording. 

0-Unknown 

1-We’re not gonna take it 

2-Fuck like a beast 

3-Darling Nikki 

4-Sugar walls 

5-Eat me alive 

6-Strap on Robby baby 

7-Bastards 

8-Possesed 

9-Dress you up 

10-High n Dry 

11-Trashed 

12-She bop 

13-Into the coven 

14-Let me put my love into you 

15-In my house 

16-Call Me 

17- Betty Davis eyes 
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18- Every Breathe You Take 

19-Billie Jean 

20-Flashdance  

21-Down Under 

22-Beat It 

23-When Doves Cry 

24- What’s Love Got to Do with It 

25-Say Say Say 

26 -Footloose 

27-Against All Odds 

28-Jump 

29-Careless Whisper 

30- Like a virgin 

 

2. Music Artist 

The music artist represents the name of the headliner/lead musician from each ensemble. 

To be considered band members who are not well known as key members of the band are 

not mentioned. Cyndi Lauper has band members who assist her music therefore would 

not be included. Motley Crue has four members that are well known public figures; 

therefore, they would be mentioned. Venom and Mary Jane girls are not public figures 

and therefore we will look at the band as a whole. 

0-Unknown 

1-Twisted Sister 
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2-W.A.S.P. 

3-Prince 

4-Sheena Easton 

5-Judas Priest 

6-Vanity 

7-Motley Crue 

8- Venom 

9-Madonna 

10-Def Leppard 

11-Black Sabbath 

12-Cyndi Lauper 

13-Mercyful Fate 

14-ACDC 

15-Mary Jane Girls 

16-Blondie 

17-Kim Karnes 

18- The Police 

19- Micheal Jackson 

20- Irene Cara 

21- Men at Work 

22- Micheal Jackson 

23-Prince 

24- Tina Turner 

25- Paul McCartney and Micheal Jackson 
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26- Kenny Loggins  

27.Phil Collins 

28-Van Halen 

29-George Michael 

30-Madonna 

  

3. Year 

Time in which the song or album was released to the general public. 

0-Unknown 

1-1980 

2-1981 

3-1983 

4-1984 

5-1985 

  

4. Record Label 

A brand or trademark recording or videos and the record company who owns it. 

0-Unknown 

1-Atlantic 

2-Capitol 

3-Warner Records 

4-EMI 

5- Columbia 

6-Motown 
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7-Elektra 

8-Neat 

9- Sire, Warner Brothers 

10- Vertigo, Mercury 

11- Vertigo 

12- Epic 

13- Roadrunner 

14-Albert Productions, Atlantic Records 

15-Gordy 

  

5. Country of Origin 

The birthplace and other places that the prominent musicians have lived long periods of 

time in which the general public associates that artist. 

0-Unknown 

1-America 

2-England 

3-Scotland 

4-Canada 

5-Denmark 

6-Australia 

  

6. Music Genre 
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Conventional category that identifies as some piece of music as belonging to a 

shared tradition or set of conventions. The artistic classifications are often subjective, 

controversial, and sometimes overlap. Some genres include popular music, religious, 

classical, rhythm and blues, rock and roll, heavy metal, country, electronic, folk and 

disco. In this study we will just focus on the immediate genre and not the specific styles 

within those genres. 

0-Unknown 

1-Heavy Metal 

2-Rock 

3-Pop 

4-Country 

5-Rhythm and Blues 

  

7. Gender 

The term gender is identified as having members of male or female gender as headliners 

in the band or as a whole depending on the band. 

0-Unknown  

1- Male present 

2-Female present 

3-Both present 

 

8. Race 
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Represents having at least one Caucasian or person of color being represented as key 

members in the music ensemble. 

0-Unknown 

1-White 

2-Non-White 

3- Both present 

 

 Song Lyrics 

9. Violence 

Item violence refers to violent words or expressions that involve physical use of 

force toward another human being or describes the point of view of a person perpetrating 

and or receiving a violent act. Such references include use of a weapon, bloodshed, 

retaliation, mentions of death, killing, extreme hazards, suicide, extreme bodily harm the 

description of a violent event, destruction by explosives that cause harm or death to 

human beings, and attempting to hurt somebody. 

References to feelings of violence wanting to hurt somebody, toxic rage, domestic 

violence, battery, violent rampage, vigilantism, mental or verbal abuse. Keywords that 

describe such violence include keywords that describe such actions such as fight, stab, 

punch, kick, slap, whack, hang, impale, slash, shoot, bang, thrash, hit, push, or tearing of 

the flesh. The spirit of rebellion in general, unrest and a lack of deference toward 

authority is included in this item. 

0-No violence present 
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1-Violence present 

 

10. Sex 

The item sex includes any activity or body part with sexual connotations. This 

would include sexual sounds, sexual organs, materials, bodily movements, bodily fluids, 

a mention of media with sexual imagery, rape, harassment, incest, sexual preference, 

sexual innuendos, masturbation, slang, and incitement to perform certain actions. The 

physical descriptions of the male and female anatomy with intention to cause arousal are 

also included. This also includes sexual intentions and situations that are considered 

perverse by society's standards. 

These include swear words or offensive words such as fuck, and cock, dick, and 

screw depending on the context. Those words would not be included if they were used as 

slang to insult somebody. Certain actions that describe sexual acts such as stroke, eat, 

lick, penetrate, rub, squeeze, grab, touch, suck, caress, kiss, ride, lunge, grind, thrust, 

squeal, “strap it on,” makin’ love,” “make-out,” and sexual satisfaction, are also noted. 

References to emotional love without sexual connotations are not included in this item, 

for example the word hug. There are also words disguised as sex such as “dance” and 

“rock” that are noted in this study. The word “love” is noted only if it is used in an 

overtly sexual context. Terms such as “lights going out” to feed the imagination are also 

noted in this study.  Places where sex take place such as “bed” or “car” are noted if they 

are used to indicate that sex took place. This list also includes lines featuring nudity or 

getting undressed. 
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Phrases like “We're really gonna screw you” are not noted because they are not 

considered sexual. Words and phrases that originate in sex but are used in violence are 

not counted as a sex item for example the lyric “were really gonna screw you” is not 

considered sexual to the general public. 

0-No sex present 

1-Sex present 

 

11. Drugs 

Specific references to drugs, drug use and slang that refers to the drugs 

themselves or paraphernalia. This would also include alcohol, marijuana and prescription 

medications, as well as hard drugs including cocaine and heroin. Certain keywords that 

describe drugs or actions done to use them such as line, bottle, drink, smoke, puff, blow, 

sniff, snort, and chug are also included. Words that describe the state someone is in due 

to drug use are used such as high, buzzed, drunk, lit, wasted, hungover, smashed, trashed, 

hammered, stoned, and inebriated are also noted. Other references include situations such 

as performing certain acts under the influence of certain substances such as driving drunk 

or high. Lines involving peer pressure are also noted. Incitement to use drugs from the 

singer is also noted. 

 0-No drugs present 

1-Drugs 

  

12. Profanity 
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Profane words would include keywords that would offend a reasonable person 

due to society's standards or would be considered offensive in the presence of children or 

sensitive people. These words would include shit, piss, fuck, cunt, damn, bastard, 

cocksucker, ass and bitch, for example. Some words also might depend on the context 

such as damn. Explicit sexual organs such as dick, tits, pussy, and cock are included.  

0-No profanity present 

1-Profanity  

 

13. Occult 

References to the occult include words that refer to themes, imagery, symbols, 

noises, or the practice of anything that has to do with religious subculture that is deemed 

abnormal by society's standards. These would include witchcraft, paganism, 

clairvoyance, sacrificial rituals, gatherings, wizardry and satanism, for example. Words 

associated with these themes such as Hell, Devil, Witch, Demon, Satan, Lucifer, Coven, 

or the use of the word “lord” to describe the devil. This study also looks at lycanthropy 

and any mention of “wolf” or any other animal that the devil might take form according 

to the lyrics. This would also include lyrics that overtly disrespect Christian culture, 

religious practices or church authority figures. Words like “fire” are only noted if it is 

referring to the fires in Hell. Anytime the word “unholy” appears it is also noted. 

0-No occult present 

1-Occult present 
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Appendix C  

Song Lyric Examples 

 

"Bastard" By Motley Crue 

Out go the lights 

In goes my knife 

Pull out his life 

Consider that bastard dead 

Get on your knees 

Please beg me, please 

You're the king of the sleaze 

Don't you try to rape me 

Bastard 

Consider that bastard dead 

Bastard 

Won't get screwed again 

Whoa! Whoa! 

Bastard 

Make it quick, blow off his head Got your neck in the noose 

I got nothing to lose 

We're really gonna screw you 

Consider that bastard dead 

Quick as a shark 

Beast has its mark 

You can't beat the dark 

Don't you try to rape me 

 

“Eat Me Alive” By Judas Priest 

Wrapped tight around me 

Like a second flesh hot skin 

Cling to my body 

As the ecstasy begins 

Your wild vibrations 

Got me shooting from the hip 

Crazed and insatiable let 'er rip 

Eat me alive 

Sounds like an animal 

Panting to the beat 

Groan in the pleasure zone 

Gasping from the heat 

Gut-wrenching frenzy 

That deranges every joint 

I'm gonna force you at gun point 

To eat me alive 
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Bound to deliver 

As you give and I collect 

Squealing impassioned 

As the rod of steel injects 

Lunge to the maximum 

Spread-eagled to the wall 

You're well equipped to take it all 

So eat me alive 

 

“Darling Nikki” by Prince 

I knew a girl named Nikki 

I guess you could say she was a sex fiend 

I met her in a hotel lobby 

Masturbating with a magazine 

She said, "How'd you like to waste some time?" 

And I could not resist when I saw little Nikki grind 

She took me to her castle 

And I just couldn't believe my eyes 

She had so many devices 

Everything that money could buy 

She said, "Sign your name on the dotted line" 

The lights went out 

And Nikki started to grind 

Nikki 

The castle started spinning 

Or maybe it was my brain 

I can't tell you what she did to me 

But me body will never be the same, oh, ah 

Her lovin' will kick your behind 

Oh, she'll show you no mercy 

But she'll sure enough, sure enough 

Show you how to grind 

Darlin' Nikki, oh 

I woke up the next morning 

Nikki wasn't there 

I looked all over and all I found 

Was a phone number on the stairs 

It said, "Thank you for a funky time" 

"Call me up whenever you wanna grind" 

Damn Nikki, oh-oh-oh 

Oh-ah, aw 

Oh, come back Nikki, come back 

Your dirty little Prince 
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Want's to grind, grind, grind, grind, grind 

Grind, grind, grind, grind 

 

“High N Dry” By Def Leppard 

Saturday, I feel right 

I've been drinkin' all day 

Yes I got a date, a midnight ride 

I had to get it away 

Yea 

I'm not a loner, I'm not a fool 

Don't need a reason, reason to be cool 

I got my whiskey, I got my wine 

I got my woman and this time the lights are goin' out 

High 

(Saturday night) 

High an' dry 

(Saturday night) 

I'm high 

(Saturday night) 

High an' dry 

Oww 

I feel bad, I feel mean 

I'm up and down, I'm in between 

I'm the bottle, I'm on the line 

I'm up and feelin' fine 

Ohh I'm not a loner, I'm not a fool 

Don't need a reason, reason to be cool 

I got my whiskey, I got my wine 

I got my woman, and this time the lights are goin' out 

High 

(Saturday night) 

High an' dry 

(Saturday night) 

I'm high 

(Saturday night) 

High an' dry 

Ohh take me high 

Saturday, kickin' out 

Her train was comin' to me 

I gotta move, number one 

Saturday night on the run 

Well 

(Saturday night) 

High 
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(Saturday night) 

High an' dry 

(Saturday night) 

Got my whiskey 

(Saturday night) 

Got my wine 

(Saturday night) 

Got my woman 

(Saturday night) 

High an' dry 

You gotta try me tonight 

 

“She Bop” By Cyndi Lauper 

Well, I see 'em every night in tight blue jeans 

In the pages of a Blueboy magazine 

Hey, hey, I've been thinking of a new sensation 

I'm picking up good vibrations 

Oop, she bop, she bop 

Do I wanna go out with a lion's roar? 

Yeah, I wanna go south and get me some more 

Hey, they say that a stitch in time saves nine 

They say I better stop or I'll go blind 

Oop, she bop, she bop 

She bop, he bop, we bop 

I bop, you bop, they bop 

Be bop, be bop, a lu bop 

I hope he will understand 

She bop, he bop, we bop 

I bop, you bop, they bop 

Be bop, be bop, a lu she bop 

Oh, she do, she bop 

Hey, hey they say I better get a chaperone (Ha ha ha) 

Because I can't stop messin' with the danger zone 

Hey, hey I won't worry and I won't fret 

Ain't no law against it yet 

Oop, she bop, she bop 

She bop, he bop, we bop 

I bop, you bop, they bop 

Be bop, be bop, a lu bop 

I hope he will understand 

She bop, he bop, we bop 

I bop, you bop, they bop 

Be bop, be bop, a lu she bop 

Ohhh, she do, she bop, she bop 
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She bop, he bop, we bop 

I bop, you bop, they bop 

Be bop, be bop, a lu bop 

I hope He will understand 

She bop, he bop, we bop 

I bop, you bop, they bop 

Be bop, be bop, a lu she bop 

Oh, she did it, she bop 

Oh, she did it, she bop 

 

“Trashed “By Black Sabbath 

It really was a meeting 

The bottle took a beating 

The ladies of the manor 

Watched me climb into my car and 

I was going down the track about a hundred and five 

They had the stop-watch rolling 

I had the headlights blazing I was really alive 

And yet my mind was blowing 

I drank a bottle of tequila and I feel real good 

I had the tape deck roaring 

But on the twenty-fifth lap at the canal turn 

I went of exploring 

I knew I wouldn't make it the car just wouldn't make it 

I was turning tires burning 

The ground was in my sky 

I was laughing the bitch was trashed 

And death was in my eye 

I had started pretty good and I was feeling my way 

I had the wheels in motion 

There was Peter and the Green fly laughing like drains 

Inebriation 

The crowd was roaring I was at Brands Hatch 

In my imagination 

But at the canal turn I hit an only patch 

Inebriation 

Ooh Mr. Miracle you saved me from some pain 

I thank you Mr. Miracle I won't get trashed again 

Ooh can you hear my lies 

Don't you bother with this fool just laugh into my eyes 

So we went back to the bar and hit the bottle again 

But there was no tequila 

Then we started on the whiskey just to steady our brains 

'Cause there was no tequila 
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And as we drank a little faster at the top of our hill 

We began to roll 

And as we get trashed we were laughing still 

Well bless my soul 

 

 

 


